Assessment Rubric: Record a Moment in Time

Level 4
- Assumes a creative approach in listing key events, designing the drawing, and writing the caption. Encourages others to participate.
- Identifies visual clues that locate a drawing in time and uses them to depict an historic event.
- Appreciates the effect that history has on their own life and can convey that to others.

Level 3
- Helps list key events, design the drawing, and write the caption.
- Has a general appreciation for the visual clues that locate a drawing in time and uses them to depict an historic event.
- Appreciates the influences of history on their life but may not be able to communicate that to others in an organized fashion.

Level 2
- Needs help to list key events, design the drawing, and write the caption. Needs prodding to remain focused on the task.
- Can identify with assistance the visual clues that locate a drawing in time.
- Has a general appreciation for the influence of history on their life.

Level 1
- Requires one-on-one attention in order to list key events, design the drawing, and write the caption.
- Needs considerable prompting to participate in the activity.
- Has only the most basic appreciation for the influence of history on their life.